So come on over and take a peek
at the U.S. History I Teacher’s Guide!
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F Three days in each unit focus on gaining

United States history is covered from its pre-colonial
days through the Civil War and Reconstruction
period. Assignments include seven types of oral
narrations, Book of Centuries entries, shared talking points
with visual aids, U.S. History I Journal entries, and seven
types of written narrations.
Independent history-based activities occur daily and
range from viewing American Testimony DVD segments
with corresponding viewing guides, using multiple
resources to complete maps from U.S. History Map Activities,
reading and responding to primary source documents from
Great Documents in U.S. History and Great Letters in American
History, and more.

C

Daily readings from the “Living Library” correspond with
the history readings, providing a glimpse of life in a different
time. Follow-up Double-Entry Journal assignments include
selection of meaningful quotes or passages, brief contextual
comments, and written personal commentary.

D A conservative approach to Government is used to

A Foreign Language option using the last half of
the Spanish Homeschool Curriculum Kit is scheduled
daily. Emphasis is on new vocabulary, translation,
conversation, Spanish grammar, and written
language usage.

Constitutional Literacy through learning the history,
theory, and application of the Constitution. High
quality video instruction by Michael Farris, along
with coordinating workbook readings, case studies,
vocabulary, study questions, and research assignments
are part of the course.

G Bible is scheduled daily using The Most Important

Thing You’ll Ever Study: New Testament Survey which
includes Scripture reading, reflection, study, and
questions. Memorization, prayer journal entries, and
hymns are also scheduled. A devotional Bible study with
a girl option and a boy option are also part of Bible.

H Dr. Wile’s college-prepatory Discovering Design with

study the foundations, principles, and organization of
government. Primary source documents, video instruction,
activities, workbook assignments, and assessments are
included. National standards for high school civics and
government are covered.

Chemistry is scheduled for this year of science. The
course includes a readable text with a strong
mathematical component, comprehension check
questions, step-by-step calculations, and expected
experiment outcomes. Experiments are designed to
be performed at home and are considered collegeprepatory. A lab kit is available for use with the course.

HELP: www.heartofdakota.com/board

ORDERS: www.heartofdakota.com
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A daily American Literature
study incorporates 8 novels, 8
short stories, 4 famous primary
sources, 1 full-length autobiography,
and 1 play. Introductory notes,
annotations, oral and written
narrations, vocabulary work,
Common Place Book entries,
Literature Journal reflections, literary
synthesis sheets, and literary
discussions are part of the study.

J Grammar lessons using the

first half of Rod and Staff English 8
alternate with composition lessons
from In Their Sandals. Writing
skills include note-taking,
writing from notes, telling
narrative stories from varying
viewpoints, coordinating multiple
references, researching for reports,
developing epistolary writing,
and writing creatively as part of
the writing process (i.e. research/
prewrite, outline plot, develop
descriptions, write, apply, revise).

K Ideally students should be

ready for Algebra II or Geometry
or above. Recommended math
suggestions are provided in the
catalog and on our website.

PHONE: (605) 428-4068

